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Meet The Storyteller

Mary Grant:  Author ~ Storyteller ~ Educator
I was shy and bashful in school and had a difficult time talking in front of groups. I
remember my legs shaking while in front of my high school speech class. Later in
college, I only talked to get a grade. I had to find a way to express myself and be

successful. Storytelling was a way to practice
speaking in front of groups. As a teacher, I used
storytelling to teach STEM subjects uniquely and
used stories with morals to encourage good
citizenship.
Storytelling changed my life because I have
performed stories in places I never thought I
would go and met many different kinds of people.

Developing my craft is a constant challenge
because I take my storytelling very seriously. I
have buddy storytellers that I pass ideas of stories I
am thinking about telling. I record on my laptop
with a follow-up of self-evaluation. I joined
storytelling organizations like DABS to meet
people with similar interests and used the library
to research or find more stories to tell.

The gift I bring to storytelling is writing my childhood true personal stories into books.
Not only do I share the stories, but they can be shared over and over. As I go through life,
I hope to inspire others to become a griot and share their power of storytelling.
Website https://storiesbymjgrant.com/



Words That Stir The Soul
Poetry is in our blood, most likely in our DNA. A gift carried from the homeland in the heart
and souls of our kidnapped and tortured ancestors. We can never neglect this precious gift, it is
part of our rich legacy from our sisters and brothers who fought for their voice. We as
storytellers cannot allow this legacy to wither. From Lucy Terry in 1750 to Amanda Gorman in
2021 this treasure of spoken word/ storytelling is handed down to us the storytellers. As soldiers
uniquely committed to the oral tradition we have an obligation to know our poets and share their
words and history.
Over the centuries our poets have created an impressive body of work. The colonial poet Phillis
Wheatley’s writings were so skilled that her white literary contemporaries argued that an
enslaved woman could not have written her verses. How could the bodies they captured,
degraded and labeled as less than human be capable of such tenderness, sensitivity, and artistry?
When she finally proved to an audience of examiners that her poems were indeed ‘written by
herself” her triumph over racism was a bittersweet victory, as she died impoverished and
forgotten. Moses Horton (1797 – 1883), an enslaved poet from North Carolina denied by law the
right to literacy, mentally composed and recited his poetry from memory to a white audience
who copied them down and paid him. Brother Horton was the first recorded black southern
author.
The Harlem Renaissance (1917 -1935) was the Mecca for Spoken Word poetry. This period was
an explosion of black artistry. Langston Hughes was without a doubt the most prolific and
popular author of this period. In spite of his productivity and fame he still had to work hard for
his success and called himself a “literary sharecropper”. Despite the web of monumental and
competing struggles to write, to be heard, and to be appreciated, African American poets
persisted.
Many African American poets were torn by the need to make a living and the heartfelt desire to
speak their truth. Often the poetry that was sold to white publications was not the poetry of the
inner soul seeking liberation and describing the injustice, deprivation and poverty that plagued
the condition of blacks. Poet Paul Lawrence Dunbar, often criticized for his light treatment of
slavery in his work and his use of heavy southern “Uncle Remus” like vernacular in his
characters. That was the poetry that sold but that was not the sum and total of his writings. His
“We Wear The Mask” explains the dual nature of his poetry and of many during his era.
With the advent of the NAACP (Crisis Magazine) in 1909 and the growth of the black press the
opportunity for publication of black authors increased. However, the challenge of publication for
many black authors continued. In 1965 Dudley Randall founded the Broadside Press in Detroit,
originally to publish his own poetry but the acute need forced the expansion to other poets. Our
poets sought publication to awaken our souls. May our voices be that bridge from the hungering
yet determined  ancestors to our youth today searching for a path and a space for their voice.
Our spoken word must live on in the minds and hearts of our children and our children’s
children. Through our poetic spoken word we encourage, inspire, educate and heal with the art
of poetry, the voice of our culture and our history.



I, Too, Sing America

James Langston Hughes was born February 1, 1902, in Joplin,
Missouri. It was in Lincoln, Illinois, that Hughes began
writing poetry. Following graduation, he spent a year in
Mexico and a year at Columbia University. During these
years, he held odd jobs as an assistant cook, launderer, and a
busboy, and travelled to Africa and Europe working as a
seaman. In November 1924, he moved to Washington, D.C.
He finished his college education at Lincoln University in

Pennsylvania three years later. In 1926 He won a prize for his poem, “The Weary Blues,”
which launched his long and successful career as a poet. In 1930 his first novel, Not
Without Laughter, won the Harmon gold medal for literature. Hughes, who claimed Paul
Lawrence Dunbar, Carl Sandburg, and Walt Whitman as his primary influences, is
particularly known for his insightful and colorful portrayals of black life in America from
the twenties through the sixties.

He wrote novels, short stories and plays, as well as poetry, and is also known for his
engagement with the world of jazz and the influence it had on his writing, as in “Montage
of a Dream Deferred.” His life and work were enormously important in shaping the
artistic contributions of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s. Unlike other notable black
poets of the period—Claude McKay, Jean Toomer, and Countee Cullen—Hughes refused
to differentiate between his personal experience and the common experience of black
America. He wanted to tell the stories of his people in ways that reflected their actual
culture, including both their suffering and their love of music, laughter, and language
itself.

A prosperous and productive writer, he still had to work hard for his success and called
himself a “literary sharecropper.” Brother Langston was an outspoken advocate of racial
justice, and in 1943 he launched a column for the Chicago Defender that he wrote for
nearly twenty years. He was called “the Poet Laureate of the Negro Race.” Langston
Hughes died of complications from prostate cancer in May 22, 1967, in New York. In his
memory, his residence at 20 East 127th Street in Harlem, New York City, has been given
landmark status by the New York City Preservation Commission, and East 127th Street

has been renamed “Langston Hughes Place.”

Source: http://www.poets.org/poet.php/prmPID/83



Young, Gifted and Black

As a young African American poet she has the
distinction of a creative who has breathed new
life into the art of poetry. Her gentle presence
on a single day reading her poem to a
massive gathering that did not come to hear
her or anyone read poetry awakened the
world and affirmed other black voices.
Amanda Gorman, the 23 year old Californian
was raised in Los Angeles with her two
siblings by her mother Joan Wicks, a 6th

grade English teacher. Ms Gorman states that as a youth she had limited access to
television. She grew up with an auditory processing disorder and is hypersensitive to
sound and had a speech impediment during childhood. The challenge in speech
allowed her to focus and develop her skills in reading and writing. “I always saw it
(speech impediment) as a strength because experiencing the obstacles around my
auditory and vocal skills, I became really good at reading and writing.”

Ms Gorman graduated from Harvard in 2020. She is young, gifted, and black. Her
art and activism focus on issues of oppression, feminism, race and marginalization,
as well as the African diaspora. At 17 years of age she published her first book of
poetry, The One for Whom Food Is Not Enough. As the Poet Laureate of Los
Angeles, she founded One Pen One Page, a collective of global programs and
initiatives supporting the idea that a kid, a pen, and a page can change the world.
OPOP promotes youth literacy and leadership through workshops, an online
platform, partnership campaigns, and an annual symposium.

OPOP fights illiteracy and inequality by teaching students to combine creative writing
with social change.

Ms Gorman is young and gifted with so much more to accomplish and share. We
thank her for resetting the ear of the world for the voice of the poet and being the
inspiring face for young poets of the future. Asante Sana young sister.

.



Appetizers for the Eye
From The Dark Tower Countee Cullen
We shall not always plant while others reap

The golden increment of bursting fruit

Not always countenance, abject and mute

That lesser men should hold their brother cheap;

Not everlastingly while others sleep

Shall we beguile their limbs with mellow flute,

Not always bend to some more subtle brute;

We were not made eternally to weep.

The night whose sable breast relieves the stark,

White stars is no less lovely being dark,

And there are buds that cannot bloom at all

In light, but crumble, piteous, and fall;

So in the dark we hid the heart that bleeds

And wait, and tend our agonizing seeds.

Why some people be mad at me  sometimes Lucille Clifton
they ask me to remember

but they want me to remember

their  memories

and i keep on remembering

mine.



Appetizers For The Eye (cont’d)

Blackbottom Toi Derricotte
When relatives came from out of town,
we would drive to Blackbottom,
drive slowly down the congested main streets--

Beaubian and Hastings----
trapped in the mesh of Saturday night.

Freshly escaped, black middle class,
we snickered and were proud;
the louder the streets, the prouder.
We laughed at the bright clothes of a prostitute,
a man sitting on a curb with a bottle in his hand.
We smelled barbecue cooking in dented wash tubs and

our mouths watered
As much as we wanted it we couldn’t take the chance

Rhythm and blues came from the windows, the
throaty voice of a woman
lost in the bass, in the drums, in the dirty down and
out, the grind.

“I love to see a funeral, then I know it ain’t mine.”
We rolled our windows down so that the waves rolled

over us like blood.
We hoped to pass invisibly, knowing on Monday we

Would return safely
to our jobs, the post office and classroom.

We wanted our sufferings to be offered up as tender Meat
and our triumphs to be belted out in raucous song.
We had lost our voices in the suburbs, in Conant

Gardens, where each
Brick house delineated a fence of silence;

we had lost the right to sing in the street and damn creation

We returned to wash our hands of them,
to smell them
Whose very existence
Tore us down to the human.



Appetizers For The Eye (cont’d)

A Sunset of the City
Already I am no longer looked at with lechery or love.
My daughters and sons have put me way with the marbles and dolls,
Are gone from the house
My husband and lovers are pleasant or somewhat polite
And night is night
It is a real chill out,
The genuine thing.
I am not deceived, I do not think it is still summer
Because sun stays and birds continue to sing.
It is summer-gone that I see, it is summer gone.
The sweet flowers indrying and dying down,
The grasses forgetting their blaze and consenting to
brown.
It is a real chill out. The fall crisp comes.
I am aware there is winter to heed. Gwendolyn Brooks
There is no warm house
That is fitted with my need.
I am cold in this cold house this house
Whose washed echoes are tremulous down lost halls
I am a woman, and dusty, standing among new affairs.

I am a woman who hurries through her prayers/

Tin intimations of a quiet core to be my

Desert and my dear relief

Come: there shall be such islanding from grief,

And small communion with the master shore.

Twang they.  And I incline this ear to tin,

Consult a dual dilemma. Whether to dry

In humming pallor or to leap and die

Somebody muffed it?  Somebody wanted to joke.



SPOTLIGHT ON YOUR STORYTELLING MUSCLE

Kevin, Young,ed. African American Poetry: 250 years of Struggle
and Song. 2020, American Library  Pub, NY.
You are always safe investing in anthologies, until you fall for the
works of a particular poet. Brother Kevin Young is the director of the
New York Library, Schomburg Center for the Study of African
Culture. He has compiled a wide assortment of poetry for your
introduction and review.
Here are all the significant movements and currents: the
nineteenth-century Francophone poets known as Les Cenelles, the
Chicago Renaissance that nurtured the poet-queen Gwendolyn
Brooks, the early 1960s Umbra group, and the more recent work of
writers affiliated with Cave Canem and the Dark Room Collective.

Here too are poems of singular, hard-to-classify figures: the enslaved potter David Drake, the
allusive modernist Melvin B. Tolson, the Cleveland-based experimentalist Russell Atkins.
This Library of America volume also features biographies of each poet and notes that
illuminate cultural references and allusions to historical events. If you only have one book of
poetry this is a good choice.

Randall, Dudley,ed The Black Poets. 1985 Bantam Books, New
York.
Here are the words of our own brother regarding his work
"The claim of TheBlack Poets to being... an anthology is that it
presents the full range of Black-American poetry, from the slave
songs to the present day. It is important that folk poetry be included
because it is the root and inspiration of later, literary poetry. Not only
does this book present the full range of Black poetry, but it presents
most poets in depth, and in some cases presents aspects of a poet
neglected or overlooked before. Gwendolyn Brooks is represented
not only by poems on racial and domestic themes, but is revealed as
a writer of superb love lyrics. Turning away from White models and
returning to their roots has freed Black poets to create a new poetry.

This book records their  progress."--from the Introduction by Dudley  Randall



Taste of History

Welcome to my favorite comfort food. Great with greens, beans, chili or all by it’s lonesome.

Old Fashioned Cornbread Recipe
Ingredients:

1-½ cups of yellow corn meal

1-½ cups of general all purpose flour

4 tablespoons baking powder

2 tablespoons sugar (optional)

1 teaspoon salt

1-½ cups milk

2 eggs

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

2 tablespoons melted butter

Instructions:

As always the key to great cooking is to use quality ingredients.

Set the oven at 425

1. Grease the cast iron skillet with a little vegetable oil
2. Blend corn meal, flour, baking powder and sugar in a mixing bowl. In another bowl whisk

together you milk, eggs and melted butter. Make the cornbread batter by mixing your dry
and wet ingredients together thoroughly.

3. Using oven mittens, carefully remove the cast iron skillet from the oven. Using a kitchen
basting brush coat the inside of your skillet with vegetable oil.

4. Pour the batter into the skillet and return to the oven. Bake for about a half an hour or
until a wooden toothpick inserted in the center comes out clean. The finished product will
be golden brown.  ENJOY!!



DABS NOTES:

Vernon Chapel A.M.E. Church invite you to attend a virtual event that shares the

richness, triumphs and tribulations of the African American story. “Still Rising” retraces the
journey from our proud African heritage to the present. It challenges inaccurate and
suppressed facts about African American contributions. You’ll be entertained and inspired by
the cultural influences that shaped our people through first person stories, music, dance, art,
poetry and historical facts. Members of Vernon’s talented congregation are featured. “Still
Rising” debuts on Friday, April 23 at 7 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time (EDT). buy tickets and watch
the show. Log onto VernonChapelStillRising.org to buy virtual tickets

Quote: We who believe in freedom cannot rest until it comes.




